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Newfield Production Company ("Newfield"), acting by and through its attorneys,

MacDonald & Miller Mineral Legal Services, PLLC, and pursuant to the request of the

Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Board") in its Minute Entry entered February 5,

2018 in this Cause (the "Minute Entry"), hereby subrnits this supplemental brief

Specifically, the Board has requested Newfield to provide supplemental briefing on the

following issues:

(1) Should mineral owners that previously received proceeds fi'om a verlical well
in the newly established 1280-acre unit "pay back" their share of production already
received from the vertical rvell out of future proceeds frorn the 1,280-drilling unit
before sharing in production flom the horizontal well? Under this approach, an
owner who had shared in existing vertical well production on the basis of less than
1,280-acres would "sit out" and not receive initial production proceeds from a long
lateral horizontal well until the remaining owners are made whole via receipt of the
long lateral well production in the same volumes already received by the vertical



well owner before "backing in" to sharing in procluction from the long lateral well;
and

(2) Alternatively, as the present Request would allow as submitted, should
mineral owners paid frorn previous vertical production immediately start receiving
royalties from the long-lateral well, and start sharing any ongoing vertical
production with the other lnineral owners in the new 1280-acre unit, regardless of
prior receipt of vertical well production on a smaller acreage basis?

The Board indicated that, if wananted based on the briefing, the Board will arnend its Order

in this Cause with respect to payments on future 1280-acre drilling units. For the reasons

outlined below, Newfield respectfully submits only the latter approach conforms to

existing law, especially with respect to the lands at issue in this Cause, and is the rnost just

and equitable approach to production allocation and most protective of corelative rights.

ARGUMENT

I. The o'nav back" annroach is tanta to retroactive noolinp and is not
authorized under both statute and common law.

The "pay back" approach is tantamount to compulsory pooling on a 1280-acre basis

retroactive to the date of first production of the first existing producing vertical well within

the 1280-acres because the parties to whom production frorn the existing vertical wells was

allocated would be compelled to "pay back" other owners in the 1280-acres their

proportionate share of such production through recoupment by forfeiture of said parties'

share of production from newly drilled long lateral horizontal wells. However, it rnust be

remembered that the lancls at issue in this Cause have remained unspaced and subject only
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to the general well siting rule (Utah Adrnin. Code Rule R649-3-2), and will remain so until

the fîrst long lateral horizontal well is drilled per the Board's granting of Newfield's

Request in this Cause. Under these circumstances, the Board sirnply does not have the

authority to irnplement the "pay back" approach under existing law.

(Ð Lack of Statutorv Authority.

The Board's authority to compulsory pool is found and granted in Utah Code Ann

S 40-6-6.5. Subsection 11 of that statute, added in the 2017 Legislative Session, provides

as follows:

(a) A pooling order may be made effective retroactively to the
date of first production of a well to which it applies, even if
the retroactive date predates the board's order establishing
the drilling unit, if no pafiy to the board's proceeding
objects to the retroactive application.

(b) A pooling order made retroactive under this section is
binding upon a party owning an interest in the drilling unit
rvho receives proper notice of the boat'd's proceeding.

The "pay back" approach was proposed by the Board post-hearing in this Cause. No notice

of it as being a potential order of the Board in response to Newfield's Request has been

provided and, consequently, there has been no opportunity for any party to object to it.

Without such notice, the Board simply does not have the statutory authority to irnpose the

"pay back" approach. Furtherrnore, there undoubtedly will be objections expressed by the

owners who have already been allocated the production from the existing vertical wells,
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including the Ute Indian Tribe rvhose sovereignty precludes any jurisdiction assefiion over

it by the Board absent its consent. For the reasons outlined herein, Newfield also would

object. Thus, even if notice is provided and a hearing scheduled, an objection is likely and,

if one is received, the Board again has no statutory authority to impose the "pay back"

approach.

(B) Lack of Authority Under Corrli¿s.

The Utah Supreme Court extensively addtessed the Board's authority to

retroactively pool inCowlingv. Board of Oil, Gas and Mining,830P.2d220 (Utah 1991),

the facts of which are materially similar to those presented by the "pay back" approach.

Specifically, Cowling involved a well drilled pursuant to the then governing general well

siting rule and which were unspaced. The Operator concurrently sought spacing and

compulsory pooling retroactive to the date of first production of the well.

The Court ruled the Board had no authority to retroactively pool any earlier than the

entry of a spacing order. To pool earlier than the entry of a spacing order "would give

adìoining interest owners correlative rights before those rights are definable." Id. at227,

The only exception the Court recognized for retroactive pooling is to remedy inequitable

or overreaching conduct prejudicing another's corelative rights. Id, at228. Unless and

until a spacing order is entered, the Court reaffimted that the Rule of Capture applies, i.e.,

the parties owning rights to production on the lands where the well is located are entitled
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to all production fi'orn said well without liability or compensation owed to adjoining

landowners for draining oil and gas from their lands. Id. at224.

In this particular case, there currently is no spacing order in place and the one

Newfield has requested establishing 1280-acre drilling units will not become effective until

the first long lateral horizontal well is drilled on each respective unit. There has been no

evidence before the Board, or even any suggestion, that any party has acted inequitably so

as to adversely affect the correlative rights of others in this Cause. Consequently, under

Cowling, the production interest owners in the existing vertical wells have a vested right to

such production under the Rule of Capture, which will not be modified until the first long

lateral horizontal well is drilled on the 1280-acre drilling unit inclusive of the existing

vertical well.

The "pay back" approach would essentially take away the vested rights of those

owners to the production already achieved fror¡ the vertical wells. The Court, in Cowling,

expressly recognized such action could constitute an unconstitutional taking. "The law in

other jurisdictions also holds that pooling orders may not be retroactive to a time prior to

the entry of a spacing order, in some cases on constitutional grounds, because it would

impair rights that vested under the law of capture." Id. at227 (citations omitted).
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Consequently, under Cowling, the Board has no authority to impose the "pay back"

approach. In fact, in atternpting to do so, it may inadvertently subject itself to a

constitutional challenge for a taking without fair and just cornpensation.

il. The ttnav bachtt annroach is rneo uitable antl unfair.

In addition to the foregoing concems over its impact upon vested rights under the

Rule of Capture, the "pay back" approach not only causes dilution of the interests of the

owners in the existing vertical wells on a "go forward" basis once a long lateral horizontal

well is drilled, but also denies them the benefits to off-set that dilution offered by the long

lateral horizontal production by requiring recoupment from that production for the previous

vertical well production allocation they received.

Furthermore, the "pay back" approach will create a significant and potentially

insurmountable accounting process for Newfield as the operator trying to keep track on a

well-by-well basis of production revenues produced for recoupment purposes. Is Newfreld

to account for only that pofiion of the vertical well production from the same productive

interval from which a long lateral horizontal well also produces and not frorn other

production intervals of the vertical well? If so, how is Newfield to determine and account

for the previous vertical well production given no metering for the separate production

intervals fi'om the vertical wells was required and therefore provided for such wells? This

sirnply will create an unfair administrative burden upon Newfield.
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ilI. The requested ooconversion" aonroach is fair and eouitable.

Conversely, the "conversion" approach requested by Newfield is fair and equitable

and in accordance with the cited law. None of the compliance concerns arise regarding

either the pooling statute or the Cowling holding. The "conversion" approach was

expressly included as part of Newfield's Request, properly noticed, and, accounting for the

untimely filing of EP Energy E&P Company, L.P.'s response, no objections were received.

Although there is dilution to the vertical well production interest owners on a "go forward"

basis, as was extensively addressed in testimony at the hearing in this Cause, there will be

substantial upside to them to off-set that dilution from the additional horizontal well

production under the 'oconversion" approach. That benefit, combined with the existing

vertical well production allocation already received, should make them whole without

detriment to the other parties within the 1280-acres.

The other benefits of the "conversion" approach were extensively addressed by

Newfield in its testimony in the hearing in this Cause and summarized in Findings of Fact

No. 13 in the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the Board on

February 23,2018. In the interest of brevity, they will not be reiterated here. Neveftheless,

they clearly suppor-t adoption of the "conversion" approach, especially when compared

with the "pay back" approach.
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CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Newfielcl respectfully requests the Board to simply adopt

the'oconversion'o approach as requested by Newfield without firrther modification, and to

reject adoption ofthe "pay back" approach.

Dated this 26th day of Februãry,2018

M¡.CDONALD & MILLER
MINERAL LEGAL SERVICES, PLLC

M. Esq.

Attorneys for Petitioner Newfield Production
Company
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CERTIF'ICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certiff that on this 26th day of February, 2018,I caused a true and corect
copy of the foregoing Newfield Production Company's Supplemental Brief in Response to
Minute Entry to be sent electronically (where e-mail addresses are indicated) and/or
mailed, postage pre-paid, to the following:

Meg Osswald, Esq.
Michael S. Johnson, Esq.
Assistant Attorneys General
Attorneys for the Board of Oil, Gas
and Mining
P.O. Box 145801
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5801
E-mails : mosswald@agutah. gov

mikej ohnson@agutah. gov

Steven F. Alder, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for the Division of Oil, Gas
and Mining
P.O. Box 145801
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5801
E-mail : stevealder@agutah. gov

a-

M. MacDonald, Esq.
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